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Photon interference effect in x-ray absorption spectra over a wide energy range
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We consider fundamental structures in x-ray absorption spectra over a wide energy range. We formulate the
elastic scattering in addition to the photoelectric absorption in recently reported photon interference x-ray
absorption fine structure (pXAFS). The simulations show excellent agreement with experimental x-ray ab-
sorption spectra for platinum and tungsten powders far above and below theL absorption edges.pXAFS can
be as big as in the order of 10% of XAFS, and cannot be easily neglected in detailed analysis of XAFS and
related phenomena.
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X-ray absorption coefficient is a basic physical observa
concerning x-ray interaction with matter. Studies of fund
mental structures in x-ray absorption spectra will be a ba
of structural analysis using x rays. X-ray absorption fi
structure~XAFS! due to the coherent photoelectron intera
tion exists near and above an absorption edge, and has
extensively studied theoretically and experimentally.1 Re-
cently another fine structure in x-ray absorption spectra
reported by our group.2–5 It is produced by the coheren
x-ray interaction and is named photon interference x-ray
sorption fine structure (pXAFS). In this paper we improve
the theory ofpXAFS to account also for structures in lowe
energies. The improved theory will be compared with str
tures in experimental x-ray absorption spectra far above
below absorption edges.

pXAFS extends in a wide energy range across absorp
edges, because the photon interference occurs at any en
It has not been measured until recently for non-single-cry
materials, because the signal size is smaller than the XA
signal size. The firstpXAFS measurement for a non-single
crystal material was done using a Pt foil far above the
sorption edge.3 The Fourier transform ofpXAFS was shown
to provide a radial distribution function.pXAFS was also
measured below theL-edge region using Pt and W powders5

In thepXAFS theory, dominance of the photoelectric a
sorption has been assumed and other processes have
neglected.2–5 In fact, the coherent and incoherent scatterin
additionally contribute to the x-ray absorption in the ener
region considered. Therefore the atomic absorption coe
cient ma is given by

ma5sa
PI1sa

ES1sa
Incoh, ~1!

where sa
PI , sa

ES, and sa
Incoh are the total cross sections o

photoionization, elastic scattering, and incoherent scatter
respectively.6 Note that the linear absorption coefficientm is
given bym5( ini(ma) i , whereni is the number of atoms o
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the i th element in unit volume. Althoughphotoelectron in-
terferenceXAFS occurs only in the photoelectric absorptio
pXAFS may appear in all x-ray absorption process
pXAFS simulations including only the photoelectric absor
tion showed a good agreement with experiments above
edge region.3 However, a discrepancy between a simulati
and an experiment was observed below the edge region5 In
Refs. 3–5, the elastic scattering was discussed as a pos
origin of the discrepancy. Although the contribution of th
elastic scattering process is a few percent of the total abs
tion, a strong photon interference effect in the elastic scat
ing may give a sizable contribution topXAFS. We therefore
include the elastic scattering in thepXAFS theory. The in-
coherent scattering has less contribution to the x-ray abs
tion for heavy elements in the energy region considered,
will not be considered here.

We first briefly summarize the theory ofpXAFS due to
the photoelectric absorption.2–4 In the theory,pXAFS and
XAFS are treated consistently in one formalism. In the ph
toelectric absorption there are a photon in the initial chann
and a pair of photoelectron and hole in the final channel. T
initial-state photon interference and the final-state photoe
tron interference producepXAFS xa

pXAFS and XAFSxa
XAFS ,

respectively. Taking these interference effects into consid
ation, the total photoionization cross sectionsa

PI is given by

sa
PI5sa0

PI ~11xa
XAFS1xa

pXAFS!. ~2!

Here the cross section for an isolated atom is indicated by
index ‘‘0’’ as sa0

PI in the right hand side of Eq.~2!. The
explicit form of pXAFS is given by3

x̄a
pXAFS52

r e

kx
( 8

i

1

r i
2
Im@ f i

x~p!e2ikxr i#. ~3!

The bar overx indicates taking a random orientation avera
of the neighboring atoms for powders and amorphous.r e is
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the classical electron radius, andkx the wave number of the
x ray. r i denotes the distance from the absorbing atom to
i th neighboring atom.f i

x(p) is the atomic form factor of the
photon scattering from thei th atom, andp in the parenthese
represents the backward-scattering geometry.

We now develop the theory ofpXAFS due to the elastic
scattering. The theory uses short-range order of the sam
material, and is based on the amorphous scattering the7

The total elastic scattering cross section for an isolated a
is given by the Thomson scattering formula,sa0

ES

5r e
2*dVPu f a

x(K)u2. Here the integration is taken over th
outgoing photon directionV. P denotes the polarization fac
tor. The Thomson scattering contribution of atoms in t
sample material should be added coherently. In the sin
scattering kinematical approach, it is given bysES

5r e
2*dVPu( i f i

xe2 iK•xiu2. In the calculation of the modulo
square of the coherent sum, the crossed and uncrossed
give the interference and noninterference terms, respectiv
For powders or amorphous, by taking a random orienta
average of the neighboring atoms, one obtains

s̄ES5(
i

S s i0
ES1r e

2E dVP(
j Þ i

Re@ f i
xf j

x* #
sin~Kr i j !

Kr i j
D ,

~4!

wherer i j 5uxi2xj u. In order to make a parallel formulatio
to the case of the photoelectric absorption, we treat e
atom as an independent scatterer and interpret the inte
ence term@the second term of Eq.~4!# as a modulation in the
total elastic scattering cross section due to the multia
effect. In the calculation of the integral in the interferen
term, an expansion in terms of the spherical harmonic
used, as we did in deriving Eq.~3!.4 The total elastic scatter
ing cross section in the sample material,s̄a

ES, is given by

s̄a
ES5sa0

ES1( 8
i

2pr e
2

kx
2r i

2 ~2Re@ f a
x~p! f i

x* ~p!#cos~2kxr i !

1Re@ f a
x~0! f i

x* ~0!# !. ~5!

Here we assumed that interatomic distances are longer
the photon wavelength. In this assumption, only the forw
f x(0) and backwardf x(p) scattering components survive.

In Ref. 3 it was pointed out that the Fourier transform
pXAFS due to the photoelectric absorption provides a rad
distribution function in analogous to the EXAFS case.
fact, the photoelectric absorption contribution ofpXAFS,
Eq. ~3!, is a superposition of almost sine oscillations w
phase 2kxr i . Equation~5! shows that the elastic scatterin
contribution ofpXAFS is a superposition of cosine oscilla
tions with phase 2kxr i , so that its Fourier transform with
respect to 2kx will also gives peaks corresponding to th
distances from the absorbing atom to the neighboring ato
Thus the Fourier analysis ofpXAFS is valid, and structura
information on short- and intermediate-range order is
tained frompXAFS, even the elastic scattering is taken in
consideration.

Although Eqs.~3! and~5! are based on short-range orde
structures due to long-range order manifest in simulations
11310
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crystalline powers with the cluster size already at 20 nm.
Refs. 3 and 4 it was shown that the photoelectric absorp
contribution ofpXAFS produces a sharp negative peak
the incident x-ray energy where the backward Bragg con
tion is satisfied. It is expected that the elastic scattering c
tribution of pXAFS gives a step structure at the same ene
position, because a diffraction channel to a new lattice pl
opens at this energy, and a new Debye-Scherrer ring app
in the backward direction. Thus the total elastic scatter
intensity experiences a sudden increase.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of experimental and th
retical normalized absorption coefficients, (m2m0)/m0, for
a platinum powder at energy about 10 keV above theL I
absorption edge. Absorption measurements in the trans
sion mode were done at X1 of HASYLAB. The incident an
transmitted x-ray intensities were measured with ionizat
chambers. The photon flux on the sample was in the orde
109 cps. A platinum powder with the mean particle si
2 mm and the purity 99.95% was used as a sample. At
energy range the temperature effect through the Deb
Waller factor is important, so that we kept the sample coo
at 20 K. Eight absorption scans with a sampling time 7 s
datapoint were made. In order to subtract contributions fr
other than the sample we also made four absorption sc
without the sample with the same sampling time. In t
analysis of these data and below, the atomic absorptionm0
was determined by fitting a measured absorption spectrum
a Victoreen function. Although the statistical noise level
about 0.531024 is not small compared to the signal size
about 1.031024, it is enough to judge that the improve
theoretical simulation~the solid line! reproduces main fea
tures in the experimental data. The effect of the elastic s
tering in the theoretical simulation~the difference of the
solid and dashed lines! is not strong above the edge.

The normalized absorption coefficients of Pt and W po
ders below theL III edges are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, resp
tively. Absorption measurements in the transmission mo
were done at BL39XU and BL29XU of SPring-8. The ph
ton flux on the samples was in the order of 1011 cps. In both
beamlines aluminum foil attenuators were put upstream
the incident intensity monitor to prevent the overload of t

FIG. 1. Normalized x-ray absorption coefficients for Pt powd
at energy about 10 keV above theL I absorption edge.
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ionization chambers. A platinum powder with the mean p
ticle size 2mm and the purity 99.95%, and a tungsten po
der with the mean particle size less than 1mm and the purity
99.95% were used as samples. The measurements were
at room temperature. For both samples, six absorption s
with a sampling time 3 sec/datapoint were made with
sample, and two scans with a sampling time 2 sec/datap
without the sample. LargerpXAFS in the lower energy re-
gion makes a detail comparison of the experiment w
theory possible. Also the effect of the elastic scattering
larger below the edge region. Figures 2 and 3 clearly sh
that the measured structures are in a good agreement wit
improvedpXAFS theory including both photoionization an
elastic scattering contributions.

The analysis above revealed that the improvedpXAFS
theory successfully explains the measured structures in x
absorption spectra far above and below the absorption ed
It should be stressed that the simulation contains only
adjustable parameter, which is the cluster size~the effective
coherent volume!. As for other parameters, such as t
atomic form factor and the Debye-Waller factor, we used

FIG. 2. Normalized x-ray absorption coefficients for Pt powd
at energy about 1.5 keV below theL III absorption edge.

FIG. 3. Normalized x-ray absorption coefficients for W powd
at energy about 2 keV below theL III absorption edge.
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values in literatures.6 As for the Pt cluster size, we used th
value determined by Sherrer’s method in a powd
diffraction experiment using the same Pt powder samp
Weaker interaction of x-rays compared to electrons result
less contributions of the multiple scattering and phase sh
which makes a successful simulation ofpXAFS simpler
than that of XAFS.

Our experiments showedpXAFS is comfortably mea-
sured using synchrotron radiation facilities, where absorpt
spectra are measured with precision in the order of 1024 in
one second. ThepXAFS signal sizes in Figs. 2 and 3 are
the order of 1023 and are in the order of 10% of the XAF
signal sizes of the same samples. BecausepXAFS exists
also in the XAFS energy region, one should be careful ab
the pXAFS effect in a detail analysis of XAFS data. It i
clear thatpXAFS is even more important in the study o
smaller effects in x-ray absorption, such as absorption b
low concentration element, the atomic XAFS,8 and the mul-
tielectron excitation.9 In these studies,pXAFS theory will
help to identify the origin of measured structures.

Finally we comparepXAFS with similar experimental
methods to obtain radial distribution functions. Here we co
sider EXAFS, anomalous scattering~AXS!,10 and diffraction
anomalous fine structure~DAFS!.11 First in the comparison
with EXAFS, pXAFS uses a photon as a probe, in contra
EXAFS uses an electron. The different probes in these m
ods will provide different information on the sample. F
example, due to a longer mean free path of photons, in
mation on intermediate- and long-range order will be o
tained in pXAFS. Also the photon scattering enhanc
heavier elements compared to the electron scattering. T
differences may open the application field ofpXAFS. In the
AXS method, a radial distribution function is obtained in a
element specific manner.pXAFS can also be element spe
cific by detecting fluorescence photons. Fluoresce
pXAFS is especially advantageous for the study of low co
centration elements, because a much lower background
nal is expected. In the AXS method the maximal size of
scattering vectorQ is determined by the absorption edge e
ergy, whereas in fluorescencepXAFS the minimum exists at
the sameQ value. Therefore AXS provides information a
lower Q, and fluorescencepXAFS higherQ. Complemen-
tary information is expected to be obtained in these metho
DAFS is a structure corresponding to XAFS in integrat
diffraction intensity spectra. There should also be a struct
corresponding topXAFS in integrated diffraction intensity
spectra (pDAFS). In the formulation ofpDAFS, the photon
multiple-scattering will play an important role.

In summary, we improved the theory ofpXAFS to in-
clude the contribution of the photon elastic scattering. T
improvedpXAFS theory together with the XAFS theory ex
plains fundamental structures in x-ray absorption spe
over a wide energy range.

We like to thank Y. Nishihata, N. Ikeda, and J. Mizuki fo
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